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Abstract

Assertions are one of the most useful automated techniques for checking program’s be-
haviour and hence have been used for different verification and validation tasks. We provide an
overview of the last two decades of research involving ‘assertions’ in software testing. Based on
a term–based search, we filtered the inclusion of relevant papers and synthesised them w.r.t.
the problem addressed, the solution designed, and the evaluation conducted. The survey ren-
dered 119 papers on assertions in software testing. After test oracle, the dominant problem
focus is test generation, followed by engineering aspects of assertions. Solutions are typically
embedded in tool prototypes and evaluated throughout limited number of cases while using
large–scale industrial settings is still a noticeable method. We conclude that assertions would be
worth more attention in future research, particularly regarding the new and emerging demands
(e.g., verification of programs with uncertainty), for effective, applicable, and domain-specific
solutions.

keywords. assertions, testing, literature survey.

1 Introduction
While there is abundance of research regarding the selection of test inputs and execution conditions,
the assessment of expected results is less covered. Research on the expected results of test cases is
often framed as “the oracle problem”, with Weyuker as an early contributor, observing 1982 that
“[a]lthough much of the testing literature describes methodologies which are predicated on both
the theoretical and practical availability of an oracle, in many cases such an oracle is pragmatically
unattainable” [82].

Barr et al. [6] surveyed the research literature related to oracles and classified oracles into
specified, derived, implicit, and no automatable ones. Among the concepts identified in their
survey are ‘assertions’, defined as “a boolean expression that is placed at a certain point in a
program to check its behaviour at runtime”. Despite being dated back to Turing and integrated
into programming languages, testing tools and practices of today, they only found a few pieces of
work specifically focused on assertions [16]. As our current research develops around assertions, we
decided to survey the existence of assertions, for testing purposes, in more recent research.

Our research goal is to provide an overview of existing research literature on assertions in soft-
ware testing, to provide a basis for further research. As our research “aims to improve an area of
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practice”, we choose the design science paradigm as a lens for this literature survey, as proposed by
Engström et al. [25]. We search for literature that uses assertions or addresses problems with asser-
tions in software testing. In line with design science elements, we catalogue the problems addressed
in relation to assertions, the solutions designed to address the problems with or using assertions,
and the types of evaluation, assessing the strength and relevance of the contributions.

We present existing literature surveys on testing in Section 2. Our methodology is outlined
in Section 3, followed by the main results – the literature overview and synthesis in Section 4.
We discuss our findings in Section 5, report limitations in Section 6, and conclude the paper in
Section 7.

2 Background and Related work
Assertions are used to check program’s behaviour at runtime: when an assertion evaluates to true
(false), the program’s behaviour is regarded “as intended” (“as erroneous”) at the point of the
assertion. They have gained significant attention and been used as a measure for code quality.
Most dominantly, program assertions are used either to check the behaviour of the program, e.g.,
Blasi et al. [8], or to specify and check the contracts within the design by contract development.

Test oracle assertions (test assertions for short) are also used to specify and check the expected
output of test cases [6]. Test assertions differ from program assertions as they check the expected
output for one specific test case, while program assertions are typically located in the source code
of the program, predicate on its variables, and return true or false throughout all its executions.
Nevertheless, in many studies, program assertions and test oracle assertions are considered very
closely or even interchangeably, e.g., Terragni et al. [74].

Specification assertions are also used to document programmers intent [16], i.e. modules are
annotated with pre/post-conditions or invariants, e.g., JML. Specification assertions are basically
non-executable and hence are inherently different from the other two types of assertions, although
they seamlessly can be exploited at various stages of development for verification [54]. Our study
basically focuses on test oracle assertions, yet designed to be inclusive of other types of assertions
when they relate or contribute to testing.

Assertions (and their application) in software testing have been mostly studied under surveys on
the test oracle problem, e.g., [6,55,61]. Among the 101 secondary studies, identified by Garousi and
Mäntylä [32], only one is related to assertions, namely the one by Barr et al. [6] which reports on
the roots of assertions, and existing support in languages and tools to use them for testing purposes.
Surveys on automatic test generation techniques also consider assertions. Patel and Hierons [59]
discuss the effectiveness and usability of assertions – among others – in testing non-testable systems.
In a mapping study on software test-code engineering, Garousi et al. [29] identify oracle assertion
adequacy as a criterion of test-code quality assessment. In a survey on software testability [30],
adding assertions is identified as an approach to improve testability. Winkler et al. [83] identify
assertions as one of the factors affecting test code readability and understandability.

In summary, there are many secondary (and even tertiary) studies on software testing, but to
our knowledge, there is no study specifically focusing on assertions used in software testing, and
thus our survey fills a gap here.
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Figure 1: Overview of the research method.

3 Research method
This study provides an overview of research involving (different types of) assertions used in the
context of software testing. We follow similar research procedures as used in the literature surveys
conducted by Harman et al. [4, 6], namely a term–based search in Google Scholar, followed by a
filtering process, and finally synthesized in a qualitative analysis. This type of reviews, i.e., semi-
systematic reviews, is proposed by Snyder [69], in particular, for a non-homogeneous concept (similar
to the target of our survey), where systematic literature reviews would be too strict, and a narrative
approach is more feasible. Kitchenham et al. [38] label a similar process mapping study that “may
be auditable but not necessarily complete”; that they should have transparent procedures but the
search scope may be limited. In this paper, we aim to “map a field of research, synthesize the state
of knowledge, and create an agenda for further research” [69].

This survey was conducted in four major steps which were iterated in several cycles (demon-
strated in Fig. 1). The first author was the main driver of the work, while the second author
primarily took a validation role at each step.

1. Search To include also grey literature, Google scholar was used as the primary search en-
gine [31], with a query defined as: “assertion” AND “software” AND (“test” OR “testing”). We
limited the search in time to the 2000–2023 to get an overview of modern research on assertions,
still partially overlapping with earlier surveys to ensure consistency (e.g. Barr et al. covered 1978–
2012 [6]). The initial search rendered about 173 000 hits.

2. Screening The titles and abstracts were screened to find papers on assertions, although being
inclusive when in doubt. After about 5 000 titles, no more relevant papers where found among the
last dozens of titles. The screening resulted in a set of about 380 papers before further classification
of the papers. To validate the search and screening, we used the same query in our university’s
library search portal, limiting the search to title and abstract within the context of software testing.
The results were further screened for relevance and overlap resulting in 86 additional papers, and
hence, the initial pool of about 470 papers.
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3. Classification We then performed a preliminary coding of the papers, based on the type
of the study and then the type of assertion, resulting in five categories: 1) secondary studies, 2)
empirical studies, 3) studies explicitly on testing, 4) studies involving program assertions, and 5)
studies on assertion-based verification. Firstly, we filtered out category 1 studies, as they were
already considered under the related work. We also excluded the papers in category 5, since they
are fundamentally related to hardware. Moreover, throughout the preliminary coding, we found
out that the studies in category 4 are divided into two groups of 1) studies totally separate from
testing, and 2) studies that are related to testing, and hence, we excluded the first group from the
further classification. Accordingly, we came up with 119 papers on assertions related/contributing
to testing. We further classified the remaining papers according to the design science elements of
problem, solution, and validation.

4. Synthesis Finally, we synthesised the research from the perspectives of 1) the problems
addressed, 2) the solutions presented, and 3) how they are evaluated. The design science perspectives
are motivated by earlier research, concluding that this frame is feasible for software engineering
research [25]. The results are presented in Section 4 accordingly. The complete listing of the
synthesis (including 119 papers) is available as complementary material at https://shorturl.at/
ruCHL.

4 Results
This section presents the results of reviewing the studies through characterising three aspects of
each study: the addressed problem (Section 4.2), the main proposed solution (Section 4.3), and how
the proposal was evaluated (Section 4.4). It also outlines the type of assertions considered in the
studies (Section 4.1). Throughout a few iterations over the studies, these aspects were narrowed
down using more fine-grained and consistent taxonomy (presented in Figure 2), that provides a
comprehensive picture of the existing research on assertions in testing.

4.1 Assertion Types
Among our collection of studies, the three types of assertions are identified, which are considered for
different purposes in the context of testing. Evidently, most of the studies deal with test assertions,
where assertions are manipulated as the result of performing other tasks, such as automatically
generating assertions [90] or improving their effectiveness [18]. Empirical studies (e.g., [41, 68])
also focus on test assertions investigating them from different perspectives. Program assertions are
also found among the studies for testing purposes – rather than just program verification. In such
studies, program assertions are employed as part of the solution in order to fulfill a goal, such as
generating test data (e.g., [87, 92]). Specification assertions are also employed for generating tests
(e.g., [23, 43]).

4.2 Assertion Problems
The problem aspect looks into the principal focus of the research. The problems, addressed by the
collected studies, include test oracle, test generation, test regression, test smells, specific applications
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Figure 2: Overview of the resulting taxonomy of the literature synthesis.

(e.g., Mobile Apps, GUI, ML), and test improvements. Note that these classes recognise the most
distinguishing problem addressed by a piece of research, and hence, they are not necessarily disjoint.

4.2.1 Test Oracle

While assertions are useful for specifying test oracles, writing and generating effective assertions are
yet challenging [6]. Test oracle problem has been considered from different perspectives, including
lack of specification, automatic generation of assertions statements, improving assertion oracles,
and assertions based on specifications.

Specification of the intended behavior of the software under analysis is essential for assertion
oracles. The lack of such specification has led to different techniques to capture the software
behavior, and then generate assertions accordingly. Given an automatically generated test suite
with no assertions, Ostra [86] collects objects’ states, exercised by the test suite, and augments
the test suite with new assertions specifying the behavior of a method. Zamprogno [91] propose to
automatically generate assertions for a given test case, based on its previous executions and feedback
of the developer. EvoSpex [52] uses genetic algorithms to automatically produce a specification of
the method’s current behavior, in the form of postcondition assertions. Mesbah et al. [48] use a
crawler to infer a state-flow graph of user interface states and then identify AJAX-specific faults and
DOM-tree invariants that can serve as oracles. TOGA [22] is a unified transformer-based neural
approach to infer both exceptional and assertion test oracles for a focal method, that in particular
handles units with ambiguous or missing documentation.

Assertion recommendation focuses on automatic generation of candidate assertion statements.
Agitator [9] applies software agitation to facilitate test automation and recommends assertions
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based on observations of a code’s behaviour. DODONA [44] ranks program variables based on
the interactions and dependencies, and accordingly proposes a set of variables to be monitored
within test oracles. Pham et al. [33] generate candidate assertions based on test cases and then
apply active learning techniques to iteratively refine them. DSpot [18] takes developer-written test
cases as input and synthesizes improved versions of them by triggering new behaviors and adding
new assertions. Valueian et al. [79] employ an Artificial Neural Network to construct automated
oracles for low observable software based on tests inputs and verdict. Abdi et al. [1] address test
amplification for dynamically typed languages (e.g., Pharo), and exploit profiling information to
infer the necessary type information creating special test inputs with corresponding assertions.

OASIs [34] is a search-based tool for improving oracle, using test case generation and mutation
testing to reveal false positives and false negatives, respectively. Given a set of assertions and
a set of correct and incorrect program states, GAssert [74] employs a co-evolutionary algorithm
that explores the space of possible assertions to identify oracle with fewer false positives and false
negatives. Xie et al. [87] propose a mutation analysis approach for strengthening the assertions
of parameterised unit tests. Fraser and Zeller [28] present a mutation-based assertion generation,
within EvoSuite [27], optimised towards satisfying a coverage criterion. ATLAS [80] is a deep
learning (DL)-based approach to generate meaningful assert statements for test methods based on
existing unit tests. Yu et al. [90] introduce an IR-based assertion retrieval technique and a technique
to adjust the assertions based on the context, that are more effective in generating a long sequence
of tokens comparing to ATLAS. Tufano et al. [77] propose an approach to generate accurate and
useful assertions using transformer model finetuned on the task of generating assert statements for
unit tests.

Specification-based assertions can effectively reveal faults, up to their limit [17], and hence have
been employed in specifying test oracle. Xie and Memon [85] automate GUI test oracles by inserting
“assert” statements in test cases based on the formal specifications, i.e., pre/postconditions of GUI
events. Zhao and Harris [94] introduce an approach to generate assertions directly from the natural
language specifications employing semantic analysis of sentences in the specification document.
Franke et al. [26] propose a method that identifies life cycle dependent properties in the application
specification, and derives test cases for validation. MeMo [8] automatically derives metamorphic
equivalence relations from natural language documentation (given in Javadoc comments), which
are then used as oracles in automatically generated test cases.

Runtime assertion checkers transparently ensure that the specification assertions hold during
program execution [16]. JML (or an extension of JML) and its runtime assertion checker(s) are
notably employed for testing in different context, such as testing conformance of safety-critical
systems [73], specifying metamorphic relations [54], testing services in the Home Automation Sys-
tem [62], testing concurrent object-oriented software [5]. Cheon and Leavens [13, 14] propose to
use a specification language’s runtime assertion checker (e.g., JML) to decide whether methods
work correctly, and hence automating the test oracles. Pastore et al. [58] introduce CrowdOracles,
exploiting CrowdSourcing idea in the context of test oracle problem, and demonstrate that Crow-
dOracles are a viable solution to automate the oracle problem, yet taming the crowd to get useful
results is a difficult task.

In summary, the studies in the test oracle category focus on how to generate assertions, what
(kind of) information can be used for generating assertions, how to automate or augment the
assertion generation process to have more effective assertions.
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4.2.2 Test Generation

Assertions have been considered in the context of test generation addressing different challenges
including generating either complete tests or part of a test, such as test data and input/output
pair. Mirshokraie et al. [51] leverage existing DOM-dependent assertions in human-written UI-
based test cases to automatically generate assertions for unit-level testing of JavaScript code.
TESTILIZER [50] learns from existing human-written assertions to generate assertions for unchecked
portions of the web application.

In Assertion-based Testing, program assertions are combined with automated test (data) gener-
ation in order to find assertion violations effectively. Zeng et al. [92], automatically convert program
dynamic invariants into program assertions, which are then used to direct the test generation pro-
cess. Mayer [47] develops an assertion-based testing framework and a tool to generate runtime
checks based on the specification annotations, for the Go programming language.

Specification assertions are also used as the basis to automatically generate tests. Korat [10]
uses a method precondition to automatically generate all test cases up to a given size and the
method postcondition as a test oracle. Similarly, Jarteg [56] randomly generates test cases for
Java classes specified in JML, which are used to eliminate irrelevant test cases and serve as a
test oracle. Søndergaard et al. [73] use JML annotations to model conformance constraints – in a
safety-critical system – in order to generate JUnit tests as well as runtime assertion checks. Higher-
level specification languages (and their assertions) are also employed for test generation. Li and
Sun [43] translate Z formal models into their UML/OCL counterparts and JUnit tests (containing
assertions). TestEra [37] generates test inputs based on Alloy specifications using Alloy SAT solver.
Stoyanova et al. [72] introduce a test generation process based on WS-BPEL, having assertions at
different levels (HTTP, SOAP and BPEL variable), for testing web services. Drusinsky et al. [23]
propose an automatic, JUnit-based, white-box testing of statechart prototypes augmented with
statechart assertions.

Using more recent ML-based techniques, A3Test [2] presents a DL-based test case generation
approach that uses a pre-trained language model of assertions to improve test case generation from
language models (e.g., AthenaTest).

In summary, different types of assertions have been basically employed to direct test generation
in order to generate complete tests or part of them, such as test data and test oracle.

4.2.3 Specific Applications

Specialised assertions – in contrast to general-purpose assertions – have been introduced addressing
special requirements in particular domains. For multi-agent system development, Tiryaki et al. [75]
introduce a specialized assertion method for agent level verification. Delamare et al. [21] extend JU-
nit with new types of assertions to specify the expected joinpoints in aspect-oriented programming
using AspectJ. Chang et al. [76] introduce visual assertions to verify whether certain GUI interac-
tion generates the desired visual feedback. Koesnander et al. [40] introduce web macro assertions
to encode the expectations and assumptions of a website developed by non-technical users.

Verification and validation of applications with inherent, uncertain outcomes (e.g., machine
learning programs) requires new types of assertions. Dutta et al. [24] present FLEX which uses
approximate assertions to compare the actual and expected values, while systematically identify
the acceptable bound between the actual and expected output which minimizes flakiness. Kang et
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al. [36] introduce model assertions – that could be ‘exact’ or ‘soft’, which adapts the classical use
of program assertions as a way to monitor and improve ML models.

Assertions are also adapted for specific purposes, in addition to typical testing, such as fault
localisation, detecting merge conflicts, and test-suite reduction. Salehi Fathabadi et al. [64] use a
formal model of the APIs of independently developed components to generate a set of assertions
embedded in the implementation. Xuan and Monperrus [88] present spectrum-driven test case
purification for improving fault localization, that generates purified versions of failing test cases,
which include only one assertion per test. Sequeira [66] provide an automated technique to de-
termine the DOM dependencies for each test assertion (on DOM), so that assertion failures are
connected to the underlying JavaScript code which help finding the cause of failures. Pariente and
Signoles [57] propose a method to trigger security counter-measures, based on static detection and
runtime assertion checking of program weaknesses. Knauth et al. [39] recommend assertion-driven
development instead of test-driven development and introduce meta-mutations at the code level to
simulate common programmer errors. An assertion-aware test-suite reduction technique has been
proposed by Chen et al. [12]. Messaoudi et al. [49] use assertion-based backward slicing to decom-
pose complex system test cases into smaller, separate ones. Petke and Blot [60] suggest to consider
the output of test case assertions in fitness functions for test-based program repair using genetic
algorithms. Fang and Lam [95] introduce assertion fingerprint to identify suitable candidates in
refactoring test suites. TOM [35] is a tool that detects merge conflicts with the help of assertions
that are defined on the variables that have different values.

In summary, the specific applications category demonstrates that assertions are useful for many
different purposes. With specialised syntax and semantics, assertions may support specific prob-
lems more effectively.

4.2.4 Test Regression

Regression tests can fail not only due to faults in the program but also due to obsolete tests which
do not reflect the behavior of the updated program. Moonen et al. [53] introduce “test-driven
refactoring” in that general code refactorings are induced by (re)structuring tests, for example to
remove assertion roulette. Sakakibara et al. [63] develop an assertion-based mechanism to eliminate
unnecessary dependencies between test code and objects in order to decrease invalidated tests due to
changes in a code. ReAssert [19] automatically repairs broken unit tests by for example changing
assertion methods. ReAssert combines analysis of a test’s dynamic execution with analysis and
transformation of the static structure of test code. WATER [15] suggests repairs for web application
test scripts (test assertions), employing differential testing in that the behavior of tests on two
successive versions of the application are compared and analysed. Xu et al. [89] introduce TestFix
to fix broken JUnit test cases by synthesizing new method calls. TestFix regards the assertion of
a broken test as a constraint and relies on the information about changes between versions of the
software to guide the search of method-call sequences that meet the constraint.

In summary, the studies in test regression category largely address test obsolescence as the most
known reason for test evolution, and introduce automatic test repair techniques that mostly
focus on changing assertions and use assertion-based mechanisms.
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4.2.5 Test Smells

Test smells, poorly designed tests, negatively affect the comprehensibility and the maintainability
of the test code [7], and therefore, they have been investigated and considered in many studies,
e.g, [71] [20]. Assertion Roulette (i.e., several assertions with no explanation within the same test
method) is found as the most frequent and riskiest test smell [84]. RAID [65] provides automated
detection of lines of code affected by test smells, namely Assertion Roulette and Duplicate Assert,
and a semi-automated refactoring for Java projects using JUnit. Soares et al. [70] present a set of
refactorings – exploiting specific features of JUnit 5 – that help to remove test smells.RTj [46] is
a framework for detecting and refactoring rotten green test cases, i.e., tests that pass but contain
assertions that are never executed, using static analysis and dynamic analysis. Vahabzadeh et
al. [78] recognise incorrect and missing assertions as the dominant root cause of silent horror test
bugs, i.e., those test that pass, while the production code is incorrect. Wei et al. [81] introduce an
ML-based approach for labelling unit tests according to the AAA pattern (i.e., the Arrangement,
Action, and Assertion), as a best practice towards better code comprehension and less maintenance
effort.

In summary, the studies in the test smells category largely aim to prevent test quality degradation
due to badly designed tests and hence, introduce techniques to automatically detect test smells,
in particular assertion roulette.

4.2.6 Engineering Aspects

There are many studies that focus on, so-called, engineering aspects of using assertions in software
development, including the impact of using assertions, comparison between different techniques or
types of assertions, and good practices in using assertions. These studies consider assertions in a
more general context in comparison to the aforementioned problems.

The application of assertions as test oracles is empirically investigated by Shrestha and Ruther-
ford [68]. Li and Offutt [42] investigate the ability of test oracles (that vary in amount and frequency
of program state checked) to reveal failures. The adequacy of assertions in test suite, particularly in
the context of automated test generation has been investigated in several studies, e.g., [96] [67] [3].
Zhang and Mesbah [93] find a strong correlation between the number of assertions in a test suite
with its effectiveness. The relation between developers’ experience and assertion density is then
investigated by Catolino et al. [11], showing that such experience is a significant factor in effective
testing.

The effect of fluent assertions on comprehensibility of tests is investigated by Leotta et al. [41],
demonstrating that adopting AssertJ (a fluent assertion library in JUnit) has no significant effect on
the level of comprehension, though it significantly improves the efficiency in their comprehension.
Ma’ayan [45] studied the quality of real world unit tests and reported that they don’t follow the
well-known good patterns (in particular using the right assertions) for writing tests.

In summary, the studies of the engineering aspects category tend to empirically investigate the
application of assertions in software development in order to provide rigorous evidence of the
benefits developers gain by using assertions and/or discover the best practices in the context.
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4.3 Solutions
In order to a have an expressive view over the proposals in our collection, the solution of each study
is characterised by 1) the main technique(s) that specifies the essence of the proposal, 2) the target
domain/language for that the solution is ultimately actualised and implemented (if applicable), and
3) the tooling support which could be either a prototype implementation or within an existing tool.
Note that the studies considering the engineering aspects are excluded herein, since they inherently
do not provide any particular solution, in the way it is investigated in this section, except very few
of them. Also, the information was collected based on the papers as the only source of our survey,
and is hence limited to what is explicitly provided.

4.3.1 Technique

By technique, the very core idea of the proposed solution is determined. While the technique(s)
are (have to be) eventually implemented and hence, shaped within a context (e.g., language and
domain) considering all of its restrictions and capabilities, herein we abstract from such details and
tend to provide a high-level view of the techniques within limit. The main classes of techniques,
identified throughout our survey, are summarised in this section.

Learning and evolutionary algorithms have been used in several studies, particularly among the
ones on assertion generation. Pham et al. [33] use active learning techniques to generate assertions.
A combination of evolutionary and learning based techniques have been applied in EvoSpex [52]
to automatically generate specifications. GASSERT [74] applies a co-evolutionary algorithm that
explores the space of possible assertions to improve test oracles. Valueian et al. [79] employ an Neural
Network algorithm to construct automated test oracles for low observable software. A3Test [2] uses
a pre-trained language model of assertions to generate assertions in test case generation process.

The application of static analysis is considered as a promising technique in the literature, in
different context. Zeng et al. [92] automatically generate assertions based on program invariants.
Pariente and Signoles [57] generate runtime assertions checks based on static detection of CWEs1.

A number of studies exploit test execution in generating or improving test oracles. Xie [86] adds
assertions based on the object states collected throughout previous test executions. Employing a
search-based algorithm for improving assertions, Jahangirova [34] combine test case generation to
reveal false positives and mutation testing to reveal false negatives. Test case execution logs are
used in DS3 [49] to determine dependencies among test slices. Mutation analysis has been also
used by Fraser and Zeller [28] to improve the fault detection capability of test oracles, by Knauth
et al. [39] to assess the quality of the assertions, and by Xie et al. [87] for analyzing PUTs written
by developers and identifying likely locations in PUTs for improvement.

In several studies, a specific-purpose assertion is introduced, that is typically defined on top of
an existing assertion language/construct, through an extended syntax and semantics, and a novel
assertion evaluation technique. Corduroy [54] introduces metamorphic assertions, built on top of
Java Modelling Language (JML). Model assertions [36] adapt the classical use of program assertions,
tailored to the specific needs of ML programs, in particular uncertainty in output.

1Common Weakness Enumerations – https://cwe.mitre.org
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Table 1: Evaluation Methods vs. Assertion Problems

Evaluation Method
Problem Limited Many/Large Benchmark Empirical

Test Oracle 16 18 2 3
Test Generation 12 4 1 -

Specific Application 6 5 1 3
Test Regression 4 1 - -

Test Smells 2 1 - 13
Engineering Aspects 3 1 1 17

Total 43 30 5 36

4.3.2 Domain/Language

A wide range of domains and languages are considered by the collected papers, though with dif-
ferent density. In addition to solutions for general and typical programs, that are the target of
many studies, the proposed solution in many studies are applicable to specific types of programs,
e.g., Machine Learning programs [24] [36], web/mobile applications [26], and GUI [85].

The solutions can also be characterised regarding the language for which the solution is in-
troduced. While the most common language is Java (e.g., [86] [34] [33] [74] [52]), a variety of
other general-/specific-purpose languages have been covered, including JavaScript/TypeScript [91],
Go [47], and Pharo Smalltalk [1]. Other solutions (e.g., [79] [49]) are not limited to a specific pro-
gramming language and are applicable to programs in different languages. For example, Valueian
et al. [79] demonstrate the application of their solution on programs in Java, C, C++, Verilog, and
VHDL. There are also a number of studies that consider a higher level of abstraction and introduce
their solutions for specific types of models, such as UML statecharts [23], Alloy models [37], Z
Specification [43], WS-BPEL [72], and Machine Learning models [36].

4.3.3 Tool Support

Most of the solutions are embedded in and supported by tool prototypes that are typically available
online. A number of studies use a chain of available tools to implement and demonstrate their
solutions (e.g., [17] [77]). One study [9] introduces its solution as part of a commercial tool (Agi-
tator). Studies in the engineering aspects category and the empirical studies are exempted to have
prototypes or any other implementation support and few papers (e.g., [92] [60]) have not explicitly
mentioned how the solution is implemented.

4.4 Evaluation
Looking into how the proposals of the collected studies have been evaluated, we identified four main
classes of the evaluation methods, namely limited experiments, many/large experiments, bench-
marks, and empirical & judgement, that are described in the following. Note that most of the
studies, excluding the ones looking into the engineering aspects, provide a proof of concept through
developing a prototype of the tooling support for their proposed solutions, which is not considered
herein as evaluation. There are few papers that do not present any evaluation which is however
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compatible to their types of study, such as short paper (e.g., [60]) or report on ongoing study
(e.g., [87]). Table 1 summarises evaluation methods w.r.t. the assertion problems.

4.4.1 Limited Experiments

This type of evaluation provides preliminary and limited evidence of the application of the proposed
techniques or tools, in that, for example, the effectiveness of the proposals and how the proposal
meets its goal(s), is demonstrated throughout a limited number of case studies (e.g., up to 10 cases),
e.g., [94] [64], or by limited artificial experiments (e.g., by manually generating or adding required
information [68] [39]). In our collection of 119 papers, the evaluation of 43 studies fall into this
category; the studies focusing on test generation and test oracle/assertion generation have the main
portion among this group (28 studies in total).

4.4.2 Many/Large Experiments

Several studies provide more convincing evaluation results by assessing their solutions on many cases
(e.g. > 10) or throughout one or more experiments in an industrial setting. Large, open-source or
public projects or repositories, for example on GitHub, have been used in evaluation experiments
(e.g., [86] [33] [12]), that is, mostly used in the studies that address assertion generation. Some of the
studies use real systems/applications that are under operation to demonstrate the usefulness and/or
the cost-effectiveness of their proposals, such as using an Aircraft e-Maintenance application [57].

4.4.3 Benchmarks

Few studies have used benchmarks to evaluate and demonstrate properties of their solutions. Dif-
ferent sets of benchmarks (e.g., regarding size, application, and domain) were used depending on
the target and context of a study. Messaoudi et al. [49] use a proprietary benchmark of 30 complex
system test cases to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of their solution in slicing system test
cases. The quality of EvoSpex [52] was assessed on a benchmark of open source Java projects in
SF1102. Alagarsamy et al. [2] use Defects4J repository to evaluate A3Test’s performance. Ji et
al. [35] firstly design the benchmark MCon4j and then use it to evaluate the effectiveness of their
solutions.

4.4.4 Empirical & Judgement

Some of the studies investigate and demonstrate empirical evidence regarding a particular research
question or of the use of a technique or tool in practice. They may use surveys or interview among a
certain number of participants (e.g., [91]), or use more formal experimental methods (e.g., controlled
experiment [41]). Most of the studies in this category, look into the engineering aspects of the use
of assertions, that is however obvious considering their intention.

5 Discussion
This section summarizes the research findings following the same structure we used to review our
collection of studies, and synthesise the results.

2https://www.evosuite.org/experimental-data/sf110/
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Assertion Problems. The dominant problem focus is the oracle problem. About 34% of the
studies (41) address the substantial challenge of specifying the expected output or behaviour in
tests using assertions. They largely investigate different types of information that can be used
for generating or defining test oracle (assertions) and how to automate or augment the assertion
generation process to improve effectiveness, efficiency, and practicality.

Engineering aspects is the second premier focus. About 20% of studies provide empirical ev-
idence of the benefits to gain by using assertions and also point out challenges and obstacles in
effective application of assertions in practice.

The third group of studies (about 15%) employ assertions to direct test generation tasks, such
as generating test data. The use of assertions for specific applications, addressed in 16 stud-
ies, demonstrates that assertions are useful and could support specific problems more effectively.
Among different specific domains, limited studies address uncertainty in outputs, which however,
considering the emerging use of ML, require more research. The same of number of studies focus on
poorly designed tests. Most of these studies investigate how test smells affect test quality, whereas
few of them introduce techniques to detect and fix test smells. Finally, few studies address test
regression due to program evolution which mostly introduce automatic test repair techniques.

Solutions. Most of the solutions are embedded in and supported by tool prototypes that are
generally available online. About 85% of the studies excluding those considering the engineering
aspects, since they inherently do not provide any particular solution.

As described in Section 4.3.1, many and various techniques have been previously introduced in
the literature and therefore, they are not completely categorised. However, a number of techniques
and ideas are more visible among others. Learning and evolutionary algorithms have been used as
a promising technique in many recent studies (20 out of 119 papers), particularly among the ones
focusing on test oracle and test generation. Nearly the same amount of papers suggest integrating
static analysis and dynamic testing to improve the effectiveness of either testing and/or static
program analysis. Defining a specific-purpose assertion language, including syntax, semantics, and
possibly a new assertion checking method, is a common proposal among the studies, e.g., the studies
addressing uncertainty in output.

While a wide range of domains and languages are considered in the collected papers, general
software programs and C/C++ and Java programming languages are the target of the most of the
studies (about 60%). While Java is a broadly used programming language, it is important for the
assertions research to also take other languages into account. For example, in machine learning
applications, Python is frequently used, which may be a specific target for assertions.

Evaluation. As demonstrated in Table 1, the largest set of studies have been evaluated through-
out limited number of cases. The evaluation of 43 studies, out of 119 papers, fall into this category,
where the studies focusing on test oracle and test generation have the main portion among this
group (28 studies in total). Empirical and judgement is the next more common evaluation method,
that is obviously used in the studies that focus on engineering aspects and also the studies on
test smells. A quarter of the studies, largely on test oracle, evaluate their proposals using many
experiments or within large–scale industrial cases. Benchmarks are used in five studies.

To ensure the relevance for practice, research has to go beyond small scale proofs of concept.
Among the surveyed studies, one third are evaluated in more realistic cases, which is promising.
However, for future research, we would like to see even more focus on the scaling and relevance
aspects.
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6 Limitations
The main issues related to threats to validity of this survey are incomplete set of studies in our
collection and imprecise data extraction that are fundamentally because of the researcher bias
in choosing search terms, the search engine, and the targeted databases, as well as, the exclu-
sion/inclusion criteria. A very basic method to address these issues is to conduct a survey in a
structured way; we accordingly carried out a semi-systematic review throughout four major steps,
which were iterated in several cycles and carefully defined and reported.

To reduce the risk of incomplete set of primary sources, Google Scholar was used with a general
search query which would render a large amount of studies, including grey literature, as the initial
pool. To minimise researchers’ bias, the second author took a validation role and double checked the
work done by the first author. Design science paradigm was used as a lens for this survey, that was
motivated by earlier research concluding that this frame is feasible for software engineering research.
In order to ensure conclusion validity, the classification and synthesis were performed repeatedly,
and the outcome of each turn was discussed between the authors to avoid any misunderstanding.

7 Conclusion
In this survey, we provide an overall picture of research work on assertions in software testing,
within the last two decades of research. Using a term–based search, a collection of relevant papers
was selected and then the papers were reviewed and synthesised with respect to the design science
elements, namely the problem addressed, the solution proposed, and the evaluation method. The
synthesis demonstrated that test oracle is the dominant problem focus, followed by engineering
aspects of assertions and assertions in test generation. Solutions include a wide range of techniques
and are typically embedded in tool prototypes. They are mostly consider general applications and
languages, e.g., Java. This however, suggest to consider other languages that are getting attention
more recently (e.g., Python). The proposals are by large evaluated within a limited number of cases
while using large–scale industrial settings is also visible. Nevertheless, in order to support practice,
research has to go beyond small scale experiments since scaling up analyses to large code bases is an
essential challenge. We conclude that assertions would be worth more attention in future research,
particularly regarding the new and emerging demands (e.g., wide-spread applications of software,
verification of applications with uncertain outputs), for effective, applicable, and domain-specific
solutions, as well as more focus on the scaling and relevance aspects.
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